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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which three steps allow a custom SVG to be included in a
Lightning web component? Choose 3 answers
A. Import the SVG as a content asset file.
B. Reference the getter in the HTML template.
C. Reference the import in the HTML template.
D. Upload the SVG as a static resource.
E. Import the static resource and provide a getter for it in
JavaScript.
Answer: B,D,E

NEW QUESTION: 2
DRAG DROP
Answer:

Explanation:
Explanation:
Box 1: TumblingWindow(second, 10)
Tumbling Windows define a repeating, non-overlapping window of
time.
Example: Calculate the count of sensor readings per device
every 10 seconds SELECT sensorId, COUNT(*) AS Count FROM
SensorReadings TIMESTAMP BY time GROUP BY sensorId,
TumblingWindow(second, 10) Box 2: [Count] &gt;= 3 Count(*)
returns the number of items in a group.

NEW QUESTION: 3
Jeff is building a custom theme based on the IBM WebSphere
Portal 8.0 theme. He creates a hide/when scenario that
suppresses the markup for a set of theme-based UI tools that
are needed on most pages, but should be removed from others. To
create the hide/when functionality, Jeff added page metadata
named "suppress_UITools" that will disable the markup creation
for UI tools for a page when set to "true". How can static
template files in a WebSphere Portal 8.0 theme leverage page
metadata from the active page?
A. When creating the custom theme, export the default theme
from IBM WebSphere Application
Server, and add static template files into a copy of
the default theme.
B. Use the iWidget wrapper for a portlet that inspects the
navigation model for the current page,
and apply a CSS class to the UI tools container to
hide it.
C. Create a custom script file to include in the co:head
contributions list, and script against the
CSA API to retrieve the page metadata and apply a
CSS class to the UI tools container to hide it.
D. Create a dynamic WAR for the theme containing a JSP that
works with the navigation selection
model to find the page metadata . Reference
the JSP in the dynamic WAR from a &lt;a rel="dynamic-content"
.. /&gt; tag in the static file.
Answer: D
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